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PREPARING FOR THE VISIT 

 
Before you arrive: 

  Due to the limited number of staff available, any station(s) beyond the Interpretative 

Center and the Historical Building will need to be led by chaperones. 

 The number of stations is determined by the number of students. Always keep in mind that the 

basic number of stations is two: the Interpretive Center and the Historical Building. Additional stations 

are provided in the form of activity tables. 

 Each station holds a maximum of eleven people. Twenty-two (22) people equals two stations. 

Optimal numbers are 10 per station. Bear in mind each chaperone is counted as one person. Twenty (20) 

students plus 5 chaperones equals 3 groups. 

 Please organize students into groups before arrival, as well as review behavior expectations with 

students and chaperones. 

 Students will have approximately 15-20 minutes at each station, again depending on the number 

of students.  

 All stations supplementing the basic two must be monitored by chaperones. Please assign 

chaperones to each group as well as inform them of behavior expectations. 

  

Getting there: 

 When arriving check in at the Interpretive Center. 

 

 
If you have any questions feel free to contact us at: 

 

Kam Wah Chung State Heritage Site 

PO Box 804 

125 NW Canton 

John Day, Oregon 97845 

541-575-2800 

 

Museum Curator: Christina Sweet 

christina.sweet@oregon.gov 
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EXPECTATIONS 
 

 While visiting Kam Wah Chung we politely request that all students, chaperones and 

teachers abide by the following list of stewardship behaviors: 

 1. Be Safe 

 2. Be Responsible 

 3. Be Respectful 

 4. Follow the instructions of the site staff and tour guide 

 5. Use inside voices while in the buildings 

 6. Pictures are welcome, but flash photography is not allowed 

 7. Do not touch historical objects. This includes: sitting or leaning on the furniture and 

walls, picking up or feeling any historical item. 

 8. Stay with your group 

 

Expectations for Chaperones 

 Each chaperone is directly responsible for a group of children and for managing activity 

stations. Chaperones need to remind students of the above expectations. 
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ACTIVITY STATIONS 
 

 Below is a list of the activities and a short description. Please email or call 

(christina.sweet@oregon.gov, 541-575-2800) in advance of the date which activities you would 

like to schedule. Bear in mind that groups, including chaperones, can be no larger than 11 ideally 

ten. If 40 people come there will be 4 groups and you need to select 2 activities in addition to the 

Interpretive Center and Historical Building. Any activities supplementing the Interpretive Center 

and the Historical Building must be led by chaperones. Appendix A contains specific instructions 

for each activity. 

 

Activities: 

 

Tangram 

 Tangram is a puzzle game invented in China and then later popularized in the west. The 

objective of the puzzle is to form a specific shape (given only an outline or silhouette) using all 

seven pieces, which may not overlap. Students will get the chance to try their hand at Tangram. 

 

Chinese Numbers 

 Today most Chinese numbers are written using the Arabic numeral system. However, just 

like in English where we have the Arabic Numeral 1 and the written number one, the Chinese 

have a distinct way of writing their numbers. In this activity the students get the opportunity to 

learn to write the Chinese numbers. 

 

Chinese Animal Flashcards 

 Chinese is not written the same way English is written; instead, they use a form of glyph 

most often referred to as a character or a zi. A sample is 漢字, meaning written Chinese 

characters or zi. For this activity the students would be able to cut out their own set of twelve 

flashcards. The zi they would learn are of animals. The animals in particular are those of the 

Chinese zodiac. 

 

Fan Tan 

 Fan Tan is a traditional Chinese game of estimation. The students will get to learn to play 

a basic form of the game. 

 

Using an Abacus 

 Traditionally math was done using an abacus in China and much of the Far East. The 

abacus looks daunting but is simple to learn and easy to use. The students will have access to 

several abaci that they can look at and experiment with as well as a worksheet that shows them 

how to read an abacus. 
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BACKGROUND 
 

Coming to America 

 By the mid 1800s the Qing dynasty had started to decline. Several factors encouraged 

emigration especially out of Guangdong in southern China. One major factor was the devastating impact 

on the Chinese economy by the two opium wars with Britain, the first war was from 1839 to 1842, 

followed closely by the second in 1856 to 1860. During the interim period between the two opium wars 

the Taiping Rebellion had begun, primarily in southern China in the region of Guangdong. The rebellion 

lasted from 1850 until 1864. With the constant conflict, plague and famine were common across the 

land. It has been estimated that during this time between 20-30 million people died.  

 In order to escape the turmoil and in search of wealth and a better future for their family 

thousands of Chinese came to the gold country of the Western United States. They primarily worked on 

mines and railroads, a few ran businesses. Getting to the United States was quite expensive and most 

had to have a sponsor to pay their fare. Once over, they had to repay the cost of the fare. In most cases 

it was nearly impossible to repay, as labor wages were extremely low. 

John Day, Oregon 

 Gold was discovered in Canyon City, Oregon in 1862. The population rapidly began to grow in 

the region as miners flooded in. The Chinese population began to grow in the region as well. At first, the 

Chinatown was located in Canyon City; but after several fires with the final one being in 1885, the 

Chinese were not allowed to rebuild in Canyon City. The roughly 400 Chinese then relocated to the 

already burgeoning Chinatown in John Day. The Chinatown had several names one of which was 

Tigertown. The Chinese population at its flourishing height was approximately 2000, making it the third 
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largest Chinatown in the United States at the time, being only smaller than San Francisco and Portland 

respectively. 

Kam Wah Chung 

 The origin behind the building is steeped in mystery. No one is sure as to its original construction 

or purpose, though most likely it was some form of mercantile, or trading post. In the 1880's, Lung On 

and Doc Hay purchased the building and company name from another Chinese businessman; 

unfortunately other than a name in a newspaper asking  solicitors to stop looking to Doc Hay and Lung 

On to pay off the previous owners debt, there is no other information  known about the man. The date 

of purchase is unfortunately not even known. There is evidence that they may have obtained the 

business as early as 1882 or as late as 1887. What is known is that once they obtained the business, it 

flourished under their leadership, serving both the western and eastern population. The business was 

multifaceted: they not only had a mercantile, but they also ran an apothecary and doctors office, as well 

as having a boarding house for migratory workers. Kam Wah Chung also functioned as a religious center. 

The apothecary and doctors office was the longest running of the businesses and this was solely because 

Doc Hay outlived Lung On. 

 Lung On immigrated from Guangdong in southern China. Lung On was well-educated, being 

fluent in both English and Chinese. Before Lung On left China, he had been married and left behind a 

wife and daughter; however, he would never see his family again.  After coming to the United States, 

Lung On partnered with Doc Hay, an herbalist. Lung On went on to  purchase Kam Wah Chung in John 

Day, as well as a mercantile in Baker City, Oregon. He also started the first automobile dealership in 

Eastern Oregon in John Day, where his employees were non-Chinese.  Lung On passed away in 1940. 

Promptly after his death the Kam Wah Chung mercantile side of the business closed. 
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 Doc Hay was also born in Guangdong, China. He left behind a wife, son and daughter when he 

came to America and, just like Lung On, would never see them again. There is not a lot of information on 

Doc Hay's educational background. Some have suggested that he studied in America under another 

Chinese Herbalist, however, there is little evidence to suggest that. It is more likely that he received his 

education and the rigorous training to become a doctor while still in China.  Doc Hay lived in Kam Wah 

Chung until 1948 when he broke a hip and had to be taken to Portland to recover. The business of Kam 

Wah Chung would officially close its doors in 1948. Doc Hay would eventually pass away in 1952 in a rest 

home in Portland, Oregon. 
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SUGGESTED LESSONS 

 
 The following lessons are recommended to be taught before coming to the 

museum, however they can also be used post tour. Each lesson is designed to align with a 

CCSS. The first three lessons are single day lessons taking up to approximately an hour 

to complete. The fourth lesson is a long term writing project that requires more time and 

research and is best suited for starting before the tour and finishing post tour. 

 In Appendix B you can find a set of answer keys for the worksheets. 
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Kam Wah Chung Video 
 

Content Standards 

 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.3.2,  CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.4.2,  CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.5.2,  CCSS.ELA-

Literacy.SL.6.2 

 

Instructional Objective 

 

Students will obtain historical information on Kam Wah Chung 

 

Assessment(s) 

 

A notes sheet to help students organize their thoughts for further discussion 

 

Materials Needed 

 

Students- pencils/pens 

 

Teacher- worksheet: one for each student, a copy of the video Kam Wah Chung 

 

Summary of Lesson 

  

It may be a good idea to let the students know ahead of time what they will be watching a video 

and need to take notes during the video, so they can discuss them afterwards. 

Have the students watch the approximately half hour video. Once finished discuss what they 

learned. 

 

The video can be obtained either by contacting Kam Wah Chung for a copy 

(christina.sweet@oregon.gov, 541-575-2800) or going online to PBS Oregon Experience Kam 

Wah Chung (http://watch.opb.org/video/1207317935/). 

 

  



Name:  __________________ 
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Kam Wah Chung NotesKam Wah Chung NotesKam Wah Chung NotesKam Wah Chung Notes    

As you watch the video, take notes in phrases (small groups of words), As you watch the video, take notes in phrases (small groups of words), As you watch the video, take notes in phrases (small groups of words), As you watch the video, take notes in phrases (small groups of words), 

not sentences. It saves time so that you can get more facts written down not sentences. It saves time so that you can get more facts written down not sentences. It saves time so that you can get more facts written down not sentences. It saves time so that you can get more facts written down 

quickly while still watching the video. quickly while still watching the video. quickly while still watching the video. quickly while still watching the video.     

    

Key WordsKey WordsKey WordsKey Words    InformationInformationInformationInformation    QuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestions    

Gold discoveryGold discoveryGold discoveryGold discovery            

    

    

    
life in Chinalife in Chinalife in Chinalife in China            

    

    

    

    
Chinese Chinese Chinese Chinese 

miners in miners in miners in miners in 

Grant CountyGrant CountyGrant CountyGrant County    

        

    

    

    

    

    
Doc HayDoc HayDoc HayDoc Hay            

    

    

    

    

    

    



Name:  __________________ 
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Lung OnLung OnLung OnLung On            

    

    

    

    

    

    

How they How they How they How they 

helped the helped the helped the helped the 

communitycommunitycommunitycommunity    
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LUNG ON AND DOC HAY 
 

 

Content Standards 

 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.3.4d;  CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.4.4c;  CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.5.4c;  CCSS.ELA-

Literacy.RH.6-8.4 

 

Instructional Objective 

 

Students will acquire words related to the world of Lung On and Doc Hay. 

 

Assessment(s) 

 

Vocabulary worksheet requiring students to use a dictionary to identify the words and then 

appropriately use them to complete a history about Lung On and Doc Hay. 

 

Materials Needed 

 

Students- pencils/pens, dictionaries 

 

Teacher- Worksheet: one for each student. 

 

Summary of Lesson 

  

The lesson is about developing vocabulary that will help them wend their way through the world 

of Lung On and Doc Hay and then putting it to use. In using the vocabulary they will also have 

learned some intriguing information about the lives of the two men. 

 

It is suggested that students work in partnerships, especially in younger grades. 

 

Students should begin first by using the dictionary to look up and write down the definition of 

words before they try to apply them to the history. 



Name: ________________ 

 

1 

 

Lung On and Doc Hay 

 

Use a dictionary to look up the meanings of the following words: 

 

Clientele: 

 

Accrued: 

 

Symptoms: 

 

Mercantile: 

 

Apothecary: 

 

Provisions: 

 

Fractured: 

 

Migrant: 

 

Ailments: 

 

Herbalist: 

 



Name: ________________ 
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Using the words from the previous page fill in the blanks to complete a history on Lung On 

and Doc Hay: 

                    
Lung On was a business genius. He not only ran the _________________ in Kam Wah Chung 

but also managed a _____________ labor boarding house for Chinese to stay at while looking 

for work, inside the main Kam Wah Chung building. He owned a second business in Baker City 

that also provided ___________ for people in the area. His ___________ were not just Chinese, 

he also served the Non-Chinese population in the area. As time went on Lung On also acquired 

one of the first auto dealerships in Eastern Oregon; his employees were all Non-Chinese. By the 

time Lung On passed he had ______________ an estate worth over $90,000 in 1940. That is an 

estate worth more than $1.29 million today. 

Doc Hay was  known as a cure-all. He was an ______________ and physician and worked in a 

small corner of Kam Wah Chung as Lung On's business partner. The __________________ 

which Doc Hay worked in was relatively small in area but contained roughly 500 different 

varieties of herbs and over 250 kinds of pre-prepared prescription herbal remedies. Patients 

with ________________ would travel from distances as far away as Nevada to be cured or if 

they could not they would write letters providing Doc Hay with descriptions of their 

______________; we have letters from as far away as South Dakota. Being Lung On's partner 

Doc Hay inherited Kam Wah Chung. Doc Hay continued to run the Apothecary until 1948, 

unfortunately he fell and ______________ his hip. He never fully recovered and passed away in 

1952.

梁
光
榮

梁
光
榮

梁
光
榮

梁
光
榮

 

伍
于
學

伍
于
學

伍
于
學

伍
于
學

 

Lung On is 

pictured on the 

Left. Doc Hay is 

Pictured on the 

Right. 

Both photos 

were taken in 

Baker City, 

Oregon. 
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Life In Kam Wah Chung 
 

 

Content Standards 

 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.3.1;  CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.4.1;  CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.5.1;  CCSS.ELA-

Literacy.RI.6.1 

 

Instructional Objective 

 

Students will be able to accurately use an informational reading to answer questions. 

 

Assessment(s) 

 

A reading with several questions. 

 

Materials Needed 

 

Students: pencils 

 

Teacher: Copies of the worksheet for each student 

 

Summary of Lesson 

  

The lesson is to give the students an idea of what life was like for the Chinese in Kam Wah Chung. 

 

This a good activity for students to work alone on. Once finished, have students compare 

answers. 



Name: _______________________ 

 

1 

 

Life In Kam Wah Chung 

 

Read the passage and then answer the following questions about life in Kam Wah Chung: 

 Kam Wah Chung often fulfilled the role of the community center for the Chinese in John 

Day. During the day, Kam Wah Chung was open for business and customers would come and go 

at will. On warm days the heavy door was most likely left open;  while in winter it was probably 

kept closed. Most of the clientele came for two reasons: the first to purchase goods from the 

mercantile; the second to visit Doc Hay in the apothecary.  

 The mercantile was not like shops seen today where the goods are on shelves accessible 

to customers, but instead there was a counter like at a pharmacist where people could request 

items, the items would then be brought to them and given over the counter, or in the case of a 

large item through a small door to the side. Lung On, who ran the mercantile, sold a wide variety 

of goods. During the early years more Chinese style goods were sold; such as preserved foods, 

or clothing and items such as chopsticks shipped in from China, as time went on and the 

clientele of the business shifted western goods became a staple item in the shop.  

 The apothecary, if not the only medical center in the Chinese community was the 

primary. In Doc Hay's apothecary there was no patient privacy, the examination chair was next 

to the main door.  In Chinese medicine, unlike western, a patient never had to remove their 



Name: _______________________ 
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clothes, most diagnosis was done by assessing the pulse. If there were several patients, any 

patient that was not with Doc Hay at the time sat on one of the stools scattered around the 

room or squatted in corners waiting until they could see the doctor. Along with Lung On's 

business the apothecary eventually began serving the western population so well that patients 

as far away as South Dakota would write to Doc Hay telling him about their ailments. 

 Kam Wah Chung also had an area set aside as a migrant labor boarding house. People 

could pay five cents for a portion of a bed and food. As to whether the food was also available 

for non-resident customers is unknown, but either way at each meal they were serving up to 

twenty people at a time. The boarding house could house up to sixteen people, whether they 

ever lodged more than that at a time is yet unknown.  

 In the evening Kam Wah Chung turned into a social center. Tables were pulled out and 

the Chinese played games such as Fan Tan and Pai Jiu. Fan Tan is a game about estimating the 

number of objects left. Pai Jiu is a game played with domino-like tiles in which the players are 

trying to form nines. While the games were going on the Chinese would also listen to traditional 

Chinese operas and concertos played on vinyl records. It is not certain how late in the evening 

games and music would go on, or if only the residents were there to participate. Most Chinese 

communities at that time had a curfew in place.  

Questions: 

1:  What were the primary two reasons for frequenting Kam Wah Chung? 

 

 

2: How was the Mercantile in Kam Wah Chung different from a store today? 

 

 

3: Where did Doc Hay see his patients? 

 

 

4: How much did it cost to stay in the boarding house in Kam Wah Chung? 

 

 

5: What were some activities that the Chinese did in the evenings? 
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ORAL or WRITTEN  REPORT 
 

 

Content Standards 

 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.3.4;  CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.4.4;  CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.5.4;  CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.6.4 

 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.3.2;  CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.4.2;  CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.5.2;  CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.6.2 

 

Instructional Objective 

 

Students will research a selected topic related to Chinese in America during the mid- 1800s and early 

1900s. 

 

Assessment(s) 

 

Depending on the choice of either Oral or Written or both. The assessment is either a paper or 

presentation. 

 

Materials Needed 

 

Students will need access to either a library or computers to do research on the their topics. If they 

might glean information from the tour itself it would be recommended that the students have pad and 

pencil handy for jotting information down. How the final report is to be assessed will determine other 

supplies needed. This could include, but is not limited to: note cards and printer access. 

 

Teacher will need the topic list available for students. They also might want the background Information 

handy. 

 

Summary of Lesson 

  

This is a lengthy project, plan to possibly spend more than one allotted classroom period for this. To get 

the students started the background information could be either read or supplied to the students so 

they have an understanding of what they will be working with. 

 

Attached is a list of possible topics feel free to add or remove as you deem fit. 
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Topics: 

 

Voyage to America 

 

Life in the Mines 

 

Western Attitudes towards Chinese Immigrants 

 

Chinese Herbal Medicine 

 

Western Medicine of the late 1800s 

 

Chinese Businesses 

 

Railroad labor 

 

Entering America 

 

Communication Home 

 

Living Conditions 

 

Religious Practices 

 

Chinatown late 1800s 

 

Doc Hay and Lung On 

 

Chinese interracial marriage 

 

Chinese Exclusion Act 

 

Chinese in the Canneries 

 

Chinese Wage Rate 

 

Western populace and Chinese Medicine 

 

Chinese Secret Societies 

 

Causes that prompted emigration 

  



 

 

Appendix A

TANGRAM
The Chinese call Tangram, 

qiǎo bǎn, which translates to "The Seven 

Boards of Skill." 

 

When the seven pieces 

form a square. When they are separated, 

the pieces can be used to form different 

kinds of shapes and designs.

 

Tangram has intrigued people for years. Tangram was invented 

in China, but once introduced to the West, it became an 

international sensation. Napoleon Bonaparte, Lewis Carroll, and 

John Quincy Adams are among those said to have enjoyed 

playing Tangram. 

  

Can you rearrange the seven tan pieces into 

different shapes and images?

 

Rules: 

Must use all seven tans

The tans must lay flat 

The tans cannot overlap
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Appendix A-Station Activities 

TANGRAM 
The Chinese call Tangram, 七巧板 or qī 

which translates to "The Seven 

When the seven pieces are combined, they 

form a square. When they are separated, 

the pieces can be used to form different 

kinds of shapes and designs. 

Tangram has intrigued people for years. Tangram was invented 

in China, but once introduced to the West, it became an 

onal sensation. Napoleon Bonaparte, Lewis Carroll, and 

John Quincy Adams are among those said to have enjoyed 

Can you rearrange the seven tan pieces into 

different shapes and images? 

Must use all seven tans 

 

cannot overlap 

Tangram has intrigued people for years. Tangram was invented 

in China, but once introduced to the West, it became an 

onal sensation. Napoleon Bonaparte, Lewis Carroll, and 

John Quincy Adams are among those said to have enjoyed 



 

 

Today most Chinese numbers are written u

during the time of Lung On and Doc Hay, China had three different numbering 

systems, all for specific purposes. Two of the systems are still in use today. 

 

Chinese words are made up of strokes. St

different kinds of strokes, which can be horizontal or vertical, diagonal or 

bent, short or long.  The character(word) to the right is made with one 

stroke, a fairly horizontal one. It also happens to be the Chinese numb

 

Chinese characters are written from left to right, top to bottom. The strokes usually 

start on the left, but not always.  The Chinese number 8, seen below, is one such 

character. The first stroke to be made goes down to the left. 

 

Most Chinese characters are made with multiple strokes. The 

Chinese number for five takes four separate strokes and one of 

those strokes is bent.  

 

You can see the number 5 off to the left. The first stroke is 

placed high. The second stroke comes down. The third stroke, 

isn't just a line, it comes over and then down. Finally, there is 

the fourth stroke which closes of
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Chinese Numbers 

 

Today most Chinese numbers are written using the Arabic numeral system, but 

during the time of Lung On and Doc Hay, China had three different numbering 

systems, all for specific purposes. Two of the systems are still in use today. 

Writing the Numbers. 

 

Chinese words are made up of strokes. Strokes are lines. There are numerous 

different kinds of strokes, which can be horizontal or vertical, diagonal or 

bent, short or long.  The character(word) to the right is made with one 

stroke, a fairly horizontal one. It also happens to be the Chinese numb

Chinese characters are written from left to right, top to bottom. The strokes usually 

start on the left, but not always.  The Chinese number 8, seen below, is one such 

character. The first stroke to be made goes down to the left.  

aracters are made with multiple strokes. The 

Chinese number for five takes four separate strokes and one of 

You can see the number 5 off to the left. The first stroke is 

placed high. The second stroke comes down. The third stroke, 

isn't just a line, it comes over and then down. Finally, there is 

e fourth stroke which closes off the bottom. 

sing the Arabic numeral system, but 

during the time of Lung On and Doc Hay, China had three different numbering 

systems, all for specific purposes. Two of the systems are still in use today.  

rokes are lines. There are numerous 

different kinds of strokes, which can be horizontal or vertical, diagonal or 

bent, short or long.  The character(word) to the right is made with one 

stroke, a fairly horizontal one. It also happens to be the Chinese number 1. 

Chinese characters are written from left to right, top to bottom. The strokes usually 

start on the left, but not always.  The Chinese number 8, seen below, is one such 

You can see the number 5 off to the left. The first stroke is 

placed high. The second stroke comes down. The third stroke, 

isn't just a line, it comes over and then down. Finally, there is 
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Chinese Animal Flashcards 

 

Chinese is not written the same way English is written, they use a form of glyph 

most often referred to as a character or a zi. A sample is 漢字, meaning written 

Chinese characters or zi.  Some Chinese words are composed of two zi while 

others are made of only one. 

 

Below are some animals, unfortunately someone forgot to add their labels.  

Can you match the animal with its character? 

If you need help refer to your flashcards. 

 

 _____   _____   _____ 

 _____    _____   _____  

_____   _____   _____ 

 _____    _____   _____  

 

a) 豬 b) 羊 C) 雞 D) 猴 E) 狗 F) 鼠  

G)龍 H) 牛 I) 馬  J) 蛇 K) 虎 L) 兔 

Do you know what this chart of animals represent, in traditional Chinese culture?  
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FAN TAN 

Fan Tan is a traditional Chinese game of estimation. The goal of the game is to 

be the one who estimates correctly the remaining number of beans left.  

How To Play: 

This game can be played with 2 or more players, but the optimal number of 

players is four. 

1. Each person selects one marker to use.  

2. Select one person to be the dealer.  

3. The dealer takes a medium handful of beans and places them in the center of 

the board and then quickly covers them with a bow, before anyone can count 

the actual number. 

4. Once the beans are covered by the bowl each person places their marker on 

the side marked with how many beans they think will be left. Only one number 

can be chosen. The options are: 4 left, 3 left, 2 left, 1 left 

5. The dealer then removes the cover and takes four beans away at a time until 

there are 4, 3, 2, or 1 left. 

6. The winner is the person who guesstimated the number correctly. They then 

become the new dealer. 

Game Board：：：： 

 

 

 

 

福福 福福
    

一一一一    1111    

二二二二

2222    

三三三三

3333    

四四四四    4444    

福福福福    
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The Upper Beads are each worth 5 

 

The Lower Beads are each worth 1 

 

USING AN ABACUS 
Lung On and Doc Hay used a device known as an Abacus to do mathematical 

computations. 

It is said that a person using an abacus could calculate an answer faster than 

someone using a calculator.  

 

How To Read an Abacus: 

Numbers go from right to left. The ones are 

the farthest right; tens are second in from the 

right and so on. 

The picture at right shows a typical Chinese 

abacus set to zero - all upper beads pushed up 

and all lower beads pushed down. 

 

The partial abacus on the left shows the 

values of each 

column of beads. 

The amount shown on this partial abacus is 1,718. 

Starting from the right you can see 3 ones units 

and one 5 unit, this is read as 8. The second 

column in is the tens. There is only 1 tens unit 

pushed up and no 5 unit down; it is therefore read 

as 10.  

 

In the third column we find the hundreds. There 

are 2 hundreds units pushed up and 1 five unit 

pulled down; totaling 700. The fourth column is 

the thousands, there is only 1 thousands unit 

pushed up without any five unit down, equaling 

1000. 

The total again comes to 1,718. 
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Practicing with an Abacus: 

  

 Each person needs an abacus, a small stack of scrap paper and a pencil.  

 

Taking turns with a partner. 

 1. Write a number on a piece of scrap paper, turn it over so the number is 

hidden. 

 2. Form the number on the abacus. 

 3. Have partner read number, is the number correct? 

 4. Switch persons forming number on the abacus. 
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Appendix B-Answer Keys 

 

Lung On and Doc Hay 

Use a dictionary to look up the meanings of the following words: 

 

Clientele: Answers May Vary 

 

Accrued: 

 

Symptoms: 

 

Mercantile: 

 

Apothecary: 

 

Provisions: 

 

Fractured: 

 

Migrant: 

 

Ailments: 

 

Herbalist: 
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Using the words from the previous page fill in the blanks to complete a history on Lung On 

and Doc Hay: 

             

Lung On was a business genius. He not only ran the ____mercantile_____ in Kam Wah Chung 

but also managed a __migrant______ labor boarding house for Chinese to stay at while looking 

for work, inside the main Kam Wah Chung building. He owned a second business in Baker City 

that also provided __provisions___ for people in the area. His __clientele____ were not just 

Chinese, he also served the Non-Chinese population in the area. As time went on Lung On also 

acquired one of the first auto dealerships in Eastern Oregon; his employees were all Non-

Chinese. By the time Lung On passed he had __accrued____ an estate worth over $90,000 in 

1940. That is an estate worth more than $1.29 million today. 

Doc Hay was  known as a cure-all. He was an __herbalist___ and physician and worked in a 

small corner of Kam Wah Chung as Lung On's business partner. The __apothecary_____ which 

Doc Hay worked in was relatively small in area but contained roughly 500 different varieties of 

herbs and over 250 kinds of pre-prepared prescription herbal remedies. Patients with 

__ailments____ would travel from distances as far away as Nevada to be cured or if they could 

not they would write letters providing Doc Hay with descriptions of their __symptoms_____; 

we have letters from as far away as South Dakota. Being Lung On's partner Doc Hay inherited 

Kam Wah Chung. Doc Hay continued to run the Apothecary until 1948, unfortunately he fell 

and __fractured____ his hip. He never fully recovered and passed away in 1952. 

梁
光
榮

梁
光
榮

梁
光
榮

梁
光
榮

 

伍
于
學

伍
于
學

伍
于
學

伍
于
學

 

Lung On is 

pictured on the 

Left. Doc Hay is 

Pictured on the 

Right. 

Both photos 

were taken in 

Baker City, 

Oregon. 
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Life In Kam Wah Chung 

 

Read the passage and then answer the following questions about life in Kam Wah Chung: 

 Kam Wah Chung often fulfilled the role of the community center for the Chinese in John Day. 

During the day, Kam Wah Chung was open for business and customers would come and go at will. On 

warm days the heavy door was most likely left open;  while in winter it was probably kept closed. Most 

of the clientele came for two reasons: the first to purchase goods from the mercantile; the second to 

visit Doc Hay in the apothecary.  

 The mercantile was not like shops seen today where the goods are on shelves accessible to 

customers, but instead there was a counter like at a pharmacist where people could request items, the 

items would then be brought to them and given over the counter, or in the case of a large item through 

a small door to the side. Lung On, who ran the mercantile, sold a wide variety of goods. During the early 

years more Chinese style goods were sold; such as preserves shipped in from China, as time went on and 

the clientele of the business shifted and western goods became a staple.  

 The apothecary, if not the only medical center in the Chinese community was the primary. In 

Doc Hay's apothecary there was no patient privacy, the examination chair was next to the main door.  In 

Chinese medicine, unlike western, a patient never had to remove their clothes, most diagnosis was done 
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via the pulse. If there were several patients any patient that was not with Doc Hay at the time set on a 

stool around the room or squatted in corners waiting until they could see the doctor. Along with Lung 

On's business the apothecary eventually began serving the western population, so well that patients as 

far away as South Dakota would write to Doc Hay telling him about their ailments. 

 Kam Wah Chung also had an area set aside as a migrant labor boarding house. People could pay 

five cents for a portion of a bed and food. As to whether the food was also available for non-resident 

customers is unknown, but either way at each meal they were serving up to twenty people at a time. 

The hostel could house up to sixteen people, whether they ever housed over that number is yet 

unknown.  

 In the evening Kam Wah Chung turned into a social center. Tables were pulled out and the 

Chinese played games such as Fan Tan and Pai Jiu. Fan Tan is a game about estimating the number of 

objects left. Pai Jiu is a game played with domino-like tiles in which the players are trying to form nines. 

While the games were going on the Chinese would also listen to traditional Chinese operas and 

concertos played on vinyl records. It is not certain how late in the evening games and music would go on, 

or if only the residents were there to participate. Most Chinese communities at that time had a curfew 

in place.  

Questions: 

1:  What were the primary two reasons for frequenting Kam Wah Chung? 

 Answers should include visiting the mercantile to purchase provisions and visiting the apothecary 

2: How was the Mercantile in Kam Wah Chung different from a store today? 

 Answers may vary, Items were given over the counter 

3: Where did Doc Hay see his patients? 

 In a chair by the main door 

4: How much did it cost to stay in the boarding house in Kam Wah Chung? 

 Five cents for a quarter of a bed 

5: What were some activities that the Chinese did in the evenings? 

 Played games such as Fan Tan and Pai Jiu. 
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